Newgen's

SBA PPP
Loan
Forgiveness
Software

Overview
The Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), intended to provide economic relief to small businesses across the United
States that have been adversely impacted by COVID-19, has authorized forgivable loans to small businesses. Financial
institutions have processed the influx of loan applications from their customers. Now, they must be prepared to address
the challenges related to loan forgiveness and process loan forgiveness requests promptly and diligently.
The Newgen SBA PPP Loan Forgiveness Software will enable financial institutions, like yours, to automate the end-toend loan forgiveness process – from digital application, necessary document collection, backoffice verification, and
update to SBA (1502).

Key Challenges
Financial Institutions

Small Business Customers

 Assisting borrowers in computing, submitting the

 Lack of clarity on applying and submitting Loan

Loan Forgiveness Application Form 3508 and PPP
Schedule A
 Tracking allowable expenses (payroll & non-Payroll)
 Loan forgiveness audits for loans above $2M,

advance purchase loans, etc.
 Tracking status of initiated loan forgiveness

applications as well as the ones which have still not
been initiated but are eligible for loan forgiveness
 Exception handling, duplicate applications, and

Forgiveness Application Form 3508 and PPP
Schedule A
 Calculation of FTEs based on the reference period

and final reduction in salary after Safe Harbor check
 Collaboration with multiple stakeholders
 Lack of understanding around document submission
 Low visibility into the process
 Multiple queries and concerns

missing data/documents as part of the forgiveness
application
 Handling large volume of applications, customer

requests, concerns, queries, etc.
 Servicing the non-forgivable portion of loans
SBA - Small Business Administration
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Newgen SBA PPP Loan Forgiveness Software
Newgen's cloud-based loan forgiveness software can be quickly deployed and configured for every financial institution whether you processed your SBA PPP loan applications manually or digitally, with or without Newgen's software.

Core Functionalities of the Software
 End-to-end automation---omni-channel application to document

collection, back office verification, and update to SBA
 Borrower self-service portal for submission, document upload,

and real-time status tracking
 Alignment to SBA form 3508 and automated validations for loan

forgiveness requests
 Built-in forgiveness calculations based on payroll and other

eligible expenses
 Support for document upload and e-sign
 Queue-based workflow for specialized handling of different type

of forgiveness requests (above $2M, advance purchase etc.)
 Exception handling and communication with borrowers
 Approval processing with audit trails
 Automated generation and submission of 1502 reports
 Real-time reporting on requests, exceptions, and approvals
 Application tracking by loan type, status, stage, and time taken
 Back-office review of pre-filled loan forgiveness requests
 Maker-checker capability for getting approval
 Business activity monitoring to handle all reporting requirements
 Configurations per SBA rules and guidelines

Newgen SBA PPP Loan Forgiveness Software
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Quick and Easy Loan Forgiveness Amount Calculation with Newgen
 Calculate full or partial loan forgiveness amount per SBA guidelines
 Validate payroll and non-payroll expenses
 Retain adjustments for jobs and wages
 Make adjustments for EIDL loan

Guided Newgen Loan Forgiveness Amount Calculator
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Why Newgen Cloud-Based PPP Loan Forgiveness Software?
 Quick deployment

 Intuitive dashboard and reporting

 Instant auto-calculation of loan forgiveness amount

 Comprehensive auditing

 Compliant per SBA PPP guidelines

 Exception handling

 Easy and fast processing of requests

 High process accuracy

Newgen SBA PPP Loan Forgiveness Software
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Transforming Customers' Experiences
Initially, we were looking for a technology partner to help us with the PPP loan
forgiveness requests. However, our interactions with our industry peers made us aware
of the potential challenges related to the manual submission of applications. We are
glad that we chose Newgen for its API-based E-Tran integration capability that helped
us in reducing application submission time to under a minute. Newgen's product helped
us in processing all the applications in our pipeline, thereby ensuring funding for all our
customers, and allowing us the opportunity to serve new customers.
Mitch Cook, Senior Regional President
MidWestOne Bank

We are glad that we chose Newgen as our technology partner for SBA PPP loan
processing. Their software helped in enhancing our efficiency and allowed us to wrap
up funding for small businesses, who were relying on us to get their money quickly. We
now look forward to working with Newgen on the next piece of the puzzle, which is
loan forgiveness.
Matt Layer, Chief Lending Officer
LCNB National Bank

About Newgen
management (BPM), enterprise content management (ECM),

FOR SALES QUERY DIAL
AMERICAS: +1 (202) 800 7783

customer communication management (CCM), document

AUSTRALIA: +61 2 80466880

management system (DMS), workflow and process automation

INDIA: +91 11 40773769

software. The company has a global footprint in over 66 countries
with large, mission-critical solutions that have been deployed in

APAC: +65 3157 6189
MEA: +27-11-461-6497
Europe: +44 (0) 2036 514805

banks, insurance firms, BPO’s, healthcare organizations,
government and telecom companies.
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